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FHA:

TOPICS IMPACTED IN THIS BULLETIN

FNMA and FHLMC Products  FHA/VA 

Mortgage Insurance  USDA 

Other  Underwriting Guidelines 

FHA Single-Family Handbook Release date extended to September 14, 2015

On April 30, 2015, the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) announced that it has extended the
effective date for the policies contained within its new Single Family Housing Policy Handbook (SF
Handbook; HUD Handbook 4000.1) from June 15, 2015 to September 14, 2015.

FHA recognizes that there currently are a number of competing initiatives occurring simultaneously in
the mortgage industry that may be challenging mortgagee and other industry partner resources. For
this reason, FHA is extending the SF Handbook effective date by 90 days with the expectation that this
additional time will enable mortgagees and others to be fully compliant with the new effective date.

This 90-day extension is effective for all SF Handbook published sections. This includes:

• Updates to the Origination through Post-Closing/Endorsement for Title II Forward Mortgages

section;

• Doing Business with FHA—Lenders and Mortgagees section;

• Quality Control, Oversight, and Compliance section;

• 203(k) Rehabilitation Mortgage Insurance Program policies subsection;

• 203(k) Consultant requirements subsection;

• Appraiser and Property Requirements for Title II Forward and Reverse Mortgages subsection;

and,

• Appraisal Report and Data Delivery Requirements guide.

FHA Announces Electronic Appraisal Delivery (EAD) Portal Implementation

On March 27, 2015, FHA published Mortgagee Letter 2015-08, Electronic Appraisal Delivery (EAD)

Portal for FHA-Insured Single Family Mortgages. This Mortgagee Letter announces FHA’s

implementation of its EAD portal, and provides information about the portal and its mandatory use

with FHA case numbers assigned on and after June 27, 2016. The EAD portal will streamline the

process with FHA by offering technology efficiencies that streamline appraisal data transmission,

promote quality up-front appraisal data, and reduce post-endorsement appraisal data corrections.

The EAD portal will allow transmissions to FHA of only those appraisals that comply with FHA’s Single
Family Housing Appraisal Report and Data Delivery Guide. When submitting an appraisal, the portal
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provides a confirmation of a successful submission, or information regarding required corrections that
may need to be made before resubmitting and transmitting to FHA.

Once an appraisal report is successfully transmitted to FHA via the EAD portal, data sharing between
the portal and FHA Connection (FHAC) will allow for the population of certain data fields on the FHAC
Appraisal Logging screen. As referenced in the Mortgagee Letter, mortgagees should note:

• Appraisals submitted through the EAD portal remain subject to a review for compliance with
FHA appraisal requirements.

• Mortgagees remain responsible for proper underwriting of the appraisal and for ensuring the
property meets FHA’s minimum property requirements and standards for serving as security
for the FHA-insured mortgage.

• The Appraiser remains accountable for appraisal quality, credibility, and compliance with FHA
appraisal requirements.

When an individual appraisal is submitted—whether through the EAD portal or through the existing

process until the mandatory effective date—the appraisal submitted becomes the appraisal of record.

FHA will incorporate the EAD portal into the Single Family Housing Policy Handbook (SF Handbook;

HUD Handbook 4000.1) in the future. The SF Handbook page changes are available on FHA’s SF

Handbook web page.

FNMA/FHLMC: Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, Changes to Loan-Level Price Adjustments

At the direction of GSE’s Regulator, the Federal Housing Finance Agency, certain loan-level price
adjustments (LLPAs) are being changed. In addition, the Adverse Market Delivery Charge is also being
discontinued. A summary of the changes include:

• Removal of the Adverse Market Delivery Charge (AMDC);
• Increases in the LLPAs charged for certain mortgage loans with original maturities greater

than 15 years based on the credit score and LTV ratio;
• Changes in the LLPAs charged for mortgage loans with certain product features, such as

o Investment Properties,
o Cash-Out Refinances,
o High-Balance Mortgage Loans (Super Conforming), and
o Mortgage loans with subordinate financing (excluding Community Seconds®).

These pricing changes will be applied to whole loans purchased on or after September 1, 2015, or
loans delivered into MBS pools with issue dates on or after September 1, 2015 (including HARP loans).
The details of the pricing adjustments are available utilizing the following links:

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
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Conventional Manufactured Qualifying Criteria and Home Requirements

Please note that Conventional Manufactured homes are to be delivered to Freddie Mac only.
Manufactured Homes require a 680 middle score (middle of three), maximum LTV of 80%, a Structural
Certification and evidence of the Surrender of Title.

VA: HUD-1 Documentation and Itemization Requirements

In VA Circular 26-15-6, the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) clarified and announced the
requirements regarding the HUD-1 documentation and itemization requirements.

In summary, the Circular clarifies and establishes VA policy regarding:

• Itemization of Lender/Seller credits in the 200 series of the HUD-1

• Itemization of line 801 on the HUD-1

• Clarification that credits reflected on line 803 of the HUD-1 cannot offset unallowable fees

• Itemization of line 802 on the HUD-1

Series 200, Amount Paid by or in Behalf of the Borrower: The itemization of all Lender and Seller
credits should be placed in the 200 series of the HUD-1; these credits should not appear in the 800
series. If the credits appear as a lump sum, the VA requires a complete and accurate itemization of
the individual credits. The itemization must clearly indicate the source of the credit, the Lender
and/or Seller.

Line 801, Our Origination Charge: Lenders are also required to provide an itemized breakdown of line
801. This is a current VA policy; this policy remains in effect and requires all Lenders to provide a
breakdown for the origination charge. If there is only one charge on line 801, Lenders are still
required to show the single fee in an itemization breakdown.

Loans must fit within the requirements to be eligible for purchase or sale by UHM.

VA Gift Sourcing, Large Deposit Requirements, Clarification

We are reminded that verifying the Borrowers available source of funds is VA’s primary focus. Unless
required by the AUS, VA does not require validation of the source of large deposits or in the event of a
gift, a gift letter including standard availability and transfer documentation. Underwriting maintains
discretionary authority to require additional documentation based on the evaluation of the file.

USDA: USDA Updated Income Limits

As a reminder, USDA has updated income limits effective 4/1/15. The income limits for all states are
available by viewing USDA’s Income Limit Map.
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USDA Real Estate Broker Fees

With the initiation of the new 3555 regulations, the assignment of Realtor fees to USDA Borrowers is
no longer permitted, even in the event Seller contribution towards the Borrower’s costs are
designated to cover such fees.

From the 3555 Handbook Chapter 6.2 “Payment of other fees, charges, or commissions, such as
finder's fees or placement fees for the referral of a prospective Applicant to the Lender or
administrative fees charged to the Buyer by the Realtor is prohibited.”

USDA Lender Upload Documents(s) Page

A recent enhancement to the Guaranteed Underwriting System (GUS) allows Users to upload
origination documents to USDA after a final submission in the system. This removes the requirement
for users to submit documents to USDA via mail/Email. Many users are asking, “How do I know
whether or not the document upload was successful?” There are two ways that a user can verify the
document was properly uploaded in GUS:

1. Lender Upload Document(s) page: After selecting document(s)/file(s) for upload, the User
selects the “Submit Document(s) or Submit File(s)” pushbutton. The document(s)/file(s) are
sent to the USDA’s imaging repository. The imaging repository responds with an “Upload
Status” and the response is displayed on the Lender Upload Document(s) page. An “Upload
Status” of “Successful” (shown below) indicates the document/file upload was successfully
received by the USDA. This is the preferred method to confirm documents were uploaded
successfully.

2. Lender Display Documents page: Users can view any document that has been successfully
uploaded into the system by selecting the “View Documents” tab in the GUS left-hand
navigation menu to open the Lender Display Documents page. If the document is available on
this page then it was successfully uploaded and received by USDA. This is an alternate
method for ensuring the document upload was successful (option #1 shown above is the
preferred method).

3. NOTE: If you have uploaded a batch file, the documents may not be available on the Lender
Display Documents page for 15-20 minutes even though the batch file was uploaded
successfully. Please allow adequate time for the batch file documents to display.

Questions regarding this notice may be directed to the Single Family Housing Guaranteed Loan
Division at 202.720.1452 or a Guaranteed State Coordinator. To find the appropriate Guaranteed
State Coordinator please visit http://eligibility.sc.egov.usda.gov/eligibility/welcomeAction.do. In the
“Contact Us/Single Family Housing” section of the left-hand navigation menu select “Guaranteed.”
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USDA Appraisal Submission Requirements

The Single Family Housing Guaranteed Loan Division launched the latest phase of its process
reengineering, making the program fully paperless. Under this new implementation, authorized
Lenders can upload all required loan origination documents into the Guaranteed Underwriting System
(GUS), which are stored in the Agency’s imaging repository. When black and white or copies of
appraisals are uploaded and indexed into the system, Agency reviewers are often unable to evaluate
the condition and appearance of the property.

USDA is currently updated the 3555 Handbook; however, USDA will now require all appraisals to be
submitted with color photographs in order to avoid any delays in loan processing due to illegible
photos. All appraisals with color photographs are to be uploaded as an individual document so their
original formatting can be retained.

Other: TILA-RESPA Integrated Disclosures (TRID)

UHM Compliance has been providing a series of updates FAQ’s intended to provide a high-level
overview of the new TILA RESPA Integrated Disclosures (TRID) that will be required beginning August
1, 2015. Additional releases in the series will begin to focus on specific aspects or issues related to
TRID.

Basics:
 Currently, Four Disclosure Forms: For more than 30 years, Federal law has required Lenders

to provide two different disclosure forms (GFE & TIL) to consumers when they apply for a
mortgage and two different forms (TIL & HUD-1) at or before closing.

 Two Agencies: Two different Federal agencies (HUD & FRB) developed the disclosure forms
separately under two Federal statutes; The Truth in Lending Act (TILA) and the Real Estate
Settlement Procedures Act of 1974 (RESPA).

 The Problem: In general, the information included in the current disclosures overlaps and the
language is inconsistent. As a result, Consumers often find the current disclosures confusing
and Lenders find them difficult to explain to Consumers.

 The intended Solution, Single-Agency Supervision: The Dodd-Frank Act created the CFPB
(Consumer Financial Protection Bureau) and directed the new agency to integrate the
mortgage disclosures. After extensive Consumer and industry research, the CFPB issued the
final regulation on November 20, 2013 with an effective date of August 1, 2015.

The New Disclosures, The LE and CD: The initial disclosure will be known as the Loan Estimate (LE),
replacing the GFE and Early TIL. The disclosure for settlement will be known as the Closing Disclosure
(CD), replacing the Final TIL and HUD-1.

Sample Disclosures to view: The new disclosures are more dynamic documents than standard forms
because the content within the new disclosures provided to Consumers will vary based on the each
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loan’s features. Different data and information will be included on the disclosures depending on the
loan features (Fixed, ARM, Refinance, etc.). The following are examples of disclosure samples that are
available on the CFPB website. We encourage our Retail staff, Correspondents and Brokers to take to
review all of the new disclosure sample forms on the CFPB Website.

Link to CFPB Website – Samples and Guidance:
http://www.consumerfinance.gov/regulatory-implementation/tila-respa/

Kentucky Severe Storms, Flooding, Landslides and Mudslides

On May 1, 2015, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) announced that federal disaster
aid has been made available to the state of Kentucky to supplement state and local recovery efforts in
the area affected by storms.

In reaction to Kentucky severe storms, please refer to the UHM Disaster Policy in the Lending Guide
for product specific appraisal requirements.

EverBank Jumbo Underwriting Guideline Updates

In correspondent lending bulletin 15-015, EverBank clarified new underwriting guidelines to include:

Previous Payment History If the applicant is renting from a private landlord (no
management company), 12 months cancelled checks must
be obtained in lieu of a VOR supporting no late payments.

Serious Derogatory Credit, Extenuating Circumstances Divorce is not considered an extenuating circumstance.
However, if a debt was assigned to one spouse per the
settlement agreement and that spouse subsequently
defaulted on the loan resulting in a derogatory rating to
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the applicant’s credit report that can be taken into
consideration. In that case, the applicant’s credit report
would have to support that the debt was paid as agreed
until it was assigned to the other spouse.

Non-Taxable Income At times, the underwriter may not be able to determine if
all or a portion of the income is non-taxable due to the
applicant receiving additional income such as when
working a secondary job. If tax returns are not required for
the loan and the DTI allows the applicant to qualify without
the “grossed-up” amount, the underwriter can proceed
without grossing up the income but must provide
additional commentary in VERDICT.

Types of Monthly Obligations, Alimony/Child-Support Since there are tax consequences of alimony payments,
alimony should be deducted from gross income when
calculating the qualifying monthly income rather than
including it in the total debt.

Types of Monthly Obligations, Court-Ordered Assignment
of Debt

The requirement to document the transfer of ownership
has been removed and the payment history of the assigned
debt does not have to be evaluated or factored into the
loan decision after the assignment date.

Applicant Returning to Work After Extended Absence from
Workforce

An applicant’s income may be considered effective and
stable when recently returning to work after an extended
absence from the workforce (such as a former stay-at-
home parent) if he/she has been employed in the current
job for six months or longer.
The six months timeframe is an Appendix Q requirement,
so a note is included in this section that any deviation will
result in the loan being non-QM.

Revolving Debt Pay-Off at Closing

In the event there is a need for a Borrower to pay off revolving debt to qualify for their home loan,
UHM strongly urges all channels to provide evidence of pay off and account closure prior to closing.
UHM will permit revolving debt to be paid by the Title Company at closing only if an acceptable Credit
Card Termination Letter is provided by the Closing Agent.

Collateral Documents, Reminder

All Collateral Documents (note, allonge, mortgage, riders, and title policy) must be accurate and
cleared of any errors before loans can move into the final funding process.

Following are the most common errors encountered which will delay the funding of your loans:
1. Notary Acknowledgement

a. Missing Notary Stamp
b. Missing County
c. Missing year of acknowledgement
d. Borrower's name incorrect
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2. Security Instrument
a. Riders Missing
b. Trust Verbiage incorrect

3. Borrower's Signature on the Note and Security Instrument
4. Endorsement incorrect

a. Lender name on allonge does not match the note
b. Endorsement to Union Home Mortgage Corp.

5. Missing executed Power of Attorney if applicable

Please ask your Settlement Agents to pay particular attention to the items above. In the event you
are contacted regarding an error, please respond immediately to avoid inherent delays.

Mortgage
Insurance:

Radian Changes in Premium Refund Requirements

Following are highlights of a change to Radian’s New Master Policy premium refund requirements.

 Effective May 8, 2015, Radian is extending the premium refund threshold stipulated in New
Master Policy, Section 3.5, Premium Refunds, from 45 days to 90 days for coverage
cancellations due to loan payoff or Homeowners Protection Act (HPA) requirements.

 This change aligns the premium refund requirements of Radian’s New Master Policy with the
requirements of Radian’s Legacy Master Policy.

To expedite the process of cancelling mortgage insurance coverage, cancellation requests should be
sent to Radian within 90 days of the loan payoff date, or the waiver date, when the loan reaches an
acceptable LTV under the Homeowners Protection Act (HPA).

The Following Policy Requirements Remain in Effect and Apply to Both Legacy and New Master
Policy:

 Cancellation requests received within 90-days of the loan payoff or waiver date will be
processed as requested.

 For those cancellation requests received more than 90 days after the loan payoff or waiver
date, Radian will use a cancellation effective date of 90 days from the date the cancellation
request is submitted to calculate the applicable premium refund due.

Recent Releases:
1. Compliance Corner:

 Updated Exclusionary List, issued and updated in PartnerNet 4/28/15 and 5/1/15
 UHM released RESPA-TILA (TRID) Integrated Disclosure and Loan Officer Compliance

FAQ’s part 2, 3 and 4
2. Underwriting Corner:
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 Freddie Mac Condominium Training including
o April 2015 Condominium Credit Underwriting
o Condominium Project Eligibility Requirements Training Guide
o Condominium Project Review Requirements Training Guide

 All updates have been posted in the Investor & MI Section of PartnerNet
3. IT Technical Corner:
 Encompass Updates for TRID

Forthcoming
Releases:

1. TRID Integrated Disclosure

Reminder: All scenarios cannot be addressed, please continually review any and all internal and external
updates.


